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Hubley farm tractor, Structo grader, and
Structo car carrier
Steiff 16" jointed blonde mohair teddy bear
Three Boyd's Bears mohair cats each 11" in
height
Doll's Victorian style settee with red velveteen
upholstered and carved show wood back arms
and feet 18 1/2" X 22"
27" Huebach Kopplesdorf baby doll marked
267.8 with bisque head, set glass eyes, open
mouth, on composition body. Good bisque, no
cracks, no hairlines
Two Reliable Maggie Muggins 15" composition
dolls circa 1947 and four Maggie Muggins hard
cover story books. Note some cracking and
crazing
Two vintage Steiff dogs 5" in length each
24" German Hertel and Schwab bisque head
baby doll marked 14, with fixed glass eyes, on
composition body, note left arm repair. Good
bisque with no cracks or hairlines. Auction
estimate $350-$400
Two Steiff jointed teddy bears including 12"
with growler and 8" bear
A vintage Steiff fish 5" in length and a Steiff
monkey 6" in height
Carved dark wood doll's high chair with
upholstered seat 34" in height
Large 33" Simon Halbig 1079 bisque head doll
with sleep eyes, open mouth on composition
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body. Good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines,
note broken finger on right hand
Beautiful vintage cotton Christening gown with
cut work lace bodice, cotton and lace underskirt
with pin tuck detailing
27" C.M Bergmann -12- Simon and Halbig doll
with excellent bisque, no cracks or hairlines,
sleep eyes, open mouth, on composition body.
Auction estimate $300-$350
Vintage Reliable composition Clicquot Soda
Eskimo 14" circa 1939 and a Reliable hard
plastic Hiawatha baby doll in papoose 8"
Royal 22nd Regiment boxed set of five lead
soldiers in wooden case
Two 12" vintage Regal Kimmie dolls including
one in rabbit skin costume and a 20" Inuit style
doll with sleep eyes in skin costume
Two vintage new in package Barbie dolls
including Western Barbie winking Barbie doll
with autograph stamp circa 1980 and Golden
Dream Barbie doll with hairstyling tools and
accessories circa 1980. Auction estimate
$50.00-$100.00
Selection of vintage doll clothes including
French style rust coloured silk taffeta and velvet
dress and hat, green silk taffeta dress with
pleated detailing and lace insert and a navy
blue cotton sailor's suit with cream soutache
piping.
23" K*R Simon and Halbig mold #26 "Mein
Leibling Baby" with sleep eyes and wobble
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tongue. No cracks or hairlines, bend leg baby
body, circa 1914, Auction estimate $450-$550
A boxed Steiff Club 1994 blue 12" jointed bear
and a 6" jointed Steiff bear
Vintage stamped steel toys including wind up
race car and Elwood Productions truck, both
made in Canada
Doll sized balloon back chair with carved back
and legs and upholstered seat, arms and back
23" in height
Selection of boxed toys including an Ertl
Fordson tractor, 1926 Mac tanker, Texaco
tanker, Volkswagen Beetle, 1931 Hawkeye etc.
8" Globe baby by Carl Hartmann, original body
and clothing, replaced wig, no cracks or chips,
marked Globe baby DEP 11/0. Auction
estimate $200.00-$250.00
31" Armand Marseille 390N with sleep eyes,
open mouth on composition body. Good
bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
Boxed Barton Creek by Gund "Scratch and
Sniff" two bear set
17" Reliable doll with composition head, sleep
eyes and open mouth, composition legs and
arms on cloth body. Original dress, hat and
under slip. Auction estimate $50- $85.00
Four 5" Boyds Collections jointed animals,
perfect for doll display
A large 1985 Bialosky Bear by Gund in a metal
push sled
Two limited edition Hermann jointed teddy
bears including 16" golden coloured bear with
growler, and a 12" black bear with growler plus
a boxed set of Hermann miniature toys, pooh
and piglet
28" Morimura -10- Japan doll with excellent
bisque, no cracks or hairlines, sleep eyes, open
mouth on composition body. Auction estimate
$200-$250
Two Steiff jointed bears including Petsy
#192812" caramel coloured jointed bear and
‘Teddybar” 1953 replica black curly fur13" bear
Four dolls new in box including UN "L'Ultimo
nato di Fiba baby doll, small Scottish bookcase
doll and two World International dolls by
Kehagias
Cabinet sized 12" Huebach Kopplesdorf bisque
shoulder head doll with bisque arms on a kid
leather body, open mouth and blue set glass
eyes and mohair wig, good bisque, no cracks,
no hairlines
Antique 8" Armand Marseille bisque head doll
on composition body with glass eyes and
mohair wig and a 9" German bisque open
mouth bisque head doll on composition body
both in fur outfits
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21" Armand Marseille 390 with sleep eyes,
open mouth on composition body, Good
bisque, no cracks or hairlines
20" Armand Marseille 390 with oily bisque face,
replaced eyes and teeth on crude composition
body
18" composition Hairbow Peggy circa 1935,
good condition, some cracking on neck
11" baby Wettums painted eye composition
doll, with playpen, change table and high chair.
Auction estimate $40-$70
10" hand painted German piano baby marked
23/109. Auction estimate $75-$100
11" Huebach Kopplesdorf 414 black baby doll
with sleep eyes, composition body, open
mouth, one earring, in lovely condition
20" German bisque head doll on leather body
with bisque arms and stuffed legs, good bisque,
no cracks, no hairlines
Vintage Beauty Secrets Barbie, circa 1979 new
in package. Auction estimate $50.00-$100.00
Steiff jointed teddy bear numbered 953798
"First American Teddy" with growler 14" tall and
a Hermann Original jointed bear 13" in height
15" Cuno & Otto DEP 1896 bisque head doll,
no cracks or hairlines, glass eyes, mohair wig
on a kid leather body, circa 1890. Auction
estimate $85-$110
Selection of toys including Tonka vans and
trucks, Canadian Tire tractor trailer etc.
Three doll sized instruments including musical
lute plus harp and violin, perfect for doll display
Four vintage Hasbro Jem and the Hologram
dolls, all new in package including Rock & Curl
Jem doll, two Kimber of the Holograms dolls
including cassette tapes and a Jem/Jerrica doll
with flashing gemstar earrings and two
fashions.
Three boxes of Langely Models metal soldiers
"Boys of the Old Brigade" mounted horseman
25" C.M. Bergman Walterhausen German
bisque head marked 1916 on compostion body,
good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines, note
composition body need repair in left arm hole
Child's vintage three wheel trike
Selection of vintage dolls including three
Reliable magic skin, hard plastic doll and a 16"
Dee & Cee Kelly doll in party dress
Selection of Lionel train accessories including
two Type 1033 transformers, #317 trestle
bridge and switches
Large selection of Lionel accessories including
track, switches, cable, transformer etc.
Two Lionel train accessories including #3656
stock car outfit and a crossing guard
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23" German George Borgfeldt G327B baby doll
with good bisque, no crack or hairline, but has
a prominent mold like on right side, sleep eyes,
open mouth, five piece composition baby body.
Auction estimate $200-$250
28" Armand Marseille Queen Louise bisque
head doll on composition body, with open
mouth, set glass eyes, Good bisque, no cracks,
no hairlines
24" Reliable composition "Baby Lovins"
15" Reliable composition doll with sparse
mohair wig, tin sleep eyes, note some paint
loss to fingers and a 12" painted eye
composition doll. Auction estimate $50.00$75.00
Steiff 13" jointed bear numbered 0162/00 and
small baby bear in cradle 4"
20" Limbach "Wally" with sleep eyes, old
clothes, good bisque, no chips, no cracks or
hairlines. Compo and wood body circa 1919
marked with crown clover leaf, made in
Germany. Auction estimate $350.00-$450.00
10" cabinet sized Armand Marseille DEP 1909
with open mouth, set eyes nicely dressed circa
1920's-30's
Three boxes of Britain’s metal models Royal
Canadian mounted police models # 7236
27" German Max Oscar Arnold, MOA, Welsch
& Co. doll with excellent bisque, no cracks or
hairlines, sleep eyes, open mouth on jointed
composition body
34" Hendrick Handwerck/Simon Halbig bisque
head doll on composition body, sleep eyes,
open mouth. Good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines
Composition 11" Ming Ming and Ling Ling dolls
in original costumes made by the Quan Quan
Doll Co. of California circa 1930, composition in
excellent condition and in protective dome doll
cases
Doll's wooden convertible highchair 28" in
height
Vintage NRFB 24" Zanini and Zambelli "Odette'
boudoir doll marked 1210 in excellent condition,
all original circa 1970
Very unusual Indonesian figure made up of
coins with carved wooden mask, feet and
hands in mirrored fitted case decorated in
Asian brocade fabric
Selection of toys including an Ertl tanker,
Safeway tractor trailer etc.
Selection of vintage Ertl tractors
Robert Raikes hand carved limited edition bear
"King William" and three new in package Gund
bears
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Selection of vintage dolls white wear including
slips, pantaloons, baby hats, beaded hat and
two ermine style fur doll stoles
27" Alt, Beck and Gottschalk 1362 "Sweet Nell"
bisque head doll on composition walker body
with sleep eyes, open mouth, mohair wig and
original dress. Good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines
16" Madame Alexander composition McGuffy
circa 1937. Composition in great condition
Two vintage fashion dolls including 28" Deluxe
Reading magic skin doll with original dress,
under slip and jewellery, saran hair and sleep
eyes, note magic skin in excellent condition.
Plus a 30" fashion doll with original outfit,
jewellery and shoes, sleep eyes, saran hair.
Both circa 1950's. Auction estimate $50.00$100.00
32" Simon Halbig 1260 bisque head doll on
leather body with glass sleep eyes, and open
mouth, good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines,
note leather body in need of repair and broken
finger on right hand plus a 27" Kestner Dep
195.13 bisque head doll with fur brows, sleep
eyes, open mouth, good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines, missing right leather foot and broken
finger on right hand
26" composition boudoir doll. Auction estimate
$90-$125.00
Two 15" Reliable composition dolls including
coronation doll in good condition and bride doll
with minor cracking and heavily crazed body
25" German antique shoulder head doll on a
leather body, good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines, some replaced parts. Auction
estimate $150.00-$175.00
Three vintage Barbie dolls including Barbie
Super Hair circa 1986, Barbie Magic Curl, circa
1981 and Twirly Curls Barbie doll circa 1982, all
new in package. Auction estimate $90.00$120.00
Vintage hard to find Barbie Holiday Special
Edition -1988 Barbie doll, new in package, very
first in Barbie Holiday series. Auction estimate
$150.00-$200.00
27" Armand Marseille 390 with excellent
bisque, no cracks or hairline, sleep eyes, open
mouth on jointed composition body. Auction
estimate $300- $350
15" Nippon bisque head doll in Scottish
costume with set blue eyes, open mouth,
mohair wig, good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines and a 13" SFBJ 60 Paris 4/0 with
bisque head, composition body, set eyes, open
mouth, no clothing or wig, good bisque no
cracks or hairlines
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Selection of doll wigs including mohair plus four
sets of replacement eyes etc.
A limited edition box of Britain’s Metal Soldiers
"The Royal Scots, Dragoon guards" #006243
24" Armand Marseille 390 bisque head doll on
repainted composition body with set glass
eyes, open mouth, good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines
Selection of HO gauge rolling stock including
eight Rivarossi Pennsylvania passenger car,
baggage and postal cars
Two new in box limited edition cloth Lollipop
dolls including Toby 41/750 with hand painted
features, knitted sweater and small cloth bear
in his overall pocket and Harriet, 83/750 with
hand painted features, calico dress and tiny doll
in her pocket
Box set of aluminium HO train cars
A vintage Dynapack Mark II train control box
Selection of vintage collectible dolls including
Harrods door stop, celluloid dolls, Josie West,
hard plastic etc.
New in box from The Barbie Porcelain
Collection "Gay Parisienne 1959" limited edition
porcelain Barbie doll
22" Armand Marseille 390 bisque head doll with
sleep eyes, open mouth on composition body,
no cracks, no hairlines and a 17" leather bodied
German bisque shoulder head doll with sleep
eyes, open mouth, bisque arms, note chipping
to fingers and stuffed legs
38" Schoneau and Hoffmeister bisque head
doll, with sleep eyes, open mouth, no cracks or
hairlines, not repaired eye fleck under left eye,
on composition body
18"-19" Ernest Heubach bisque shoulder head
doll on kid leather body with porcelain arms and
mohair wig, circa 1888. Auction estimate
$90.00- $100.00
Child's maple rocking chair and woven doll
bassinette plus two stuffed doll bodies with
composition arms and legs for doll repair and a
vintage wind up musical teddy bear
21" Composition doll with mohair wig, sleep
eyes and vintage organdy dress
20" Reliable composition baby doll with sleep
eyes, note missing lens on left eye
18" Ideal Shirley Temple composition doll in
excellent condition with original onesie and
tagged dress, note eye clouding
Four new in box Jan Hagara Signature
collection figures including Julie, Jessica, Holly
and James and four limited edition, new in
package Gund collectible teddy bears

120 Selection of vintage toys including wind-up
tractor, military jeep, Marx tractor and Ertl dump
truck
121 Selection of highway trucks including car
carrier, flat deck and two cargo haulers
123 Selection of vintage tin toys including Marx
Arithmetic toy, a Sew-ette sewing machine, a
Simplex typewriter, and a Kiddie scale
124 Two small vintage Steiff animals including 4
1/2" duck and 6" duckling
125 7" Armand Marseille 390 painted bisque doll on
composition body in original Scottish attire, set
blue glass eyes, mohair wig and open mouth
plus a small 5" German painted eye, pin jointed
all-bisque in old lace dress, and mohair wig
126 Two Steiff bears including golden 13" jointed
bear and a 9" blonde jointed bear
127 Vintage 14" Italian hard plastic doll made by
Furga with sleep eyes, original costume with
parasol.
128 Two vintage Steiff chickens including a 6"
rooster and 6" hen
129 Selection of soft and hard cover doll reference
guides including Barbie, Canadian dolls, blue
books and coffee table Dolls of Yesteryear etc.
130 Seven boxed Britain’s Metal Model mounted
soldiers
131 Two vintage figurines including girl with glasses
reading a book 12" in height (tiny fleck on hat)
and 7 1/2" bisque figure of a boy with a lute
plus a glazed porcelain dresser trinket box
132 Five 5" Boyds Collections jointed animals,
perfect for doll display
133 Vintage Chad Valley golliwog, knitted golliwog
and vintage cloth doll with hand scarf,
removable skirt and hand painted features
135 Two large limited edition Bialosky bears by
Gund including Aviator and baseball player on
a wooden doll bench
136 33" Heinrich Handwerck/Simon Halbig bisque
head doll marked -7- with blue sleep eyes,
mohair wig on composition body. Good bisque,
no cracks, no hairlines. Good composition.
Auction estimate $1000.- $1200
137 Selection of Barbies including Barbie vinyl
case, Pizza Party Skipper and Camp Barbie
Skipper doll and two Skipper outfits
138 A vintage composition Madame Alexander
Princess Elizabeth 16" in height, light crazing to
face, and a 13" Ideal Shirley Temple with
repainted face and clouding to eyes
139 Antique 19" bisque head baby doll by Morimura
incised #22, with dimples, open mouth, sleep
eyes, original wig on repainted composition
body. Auction estimate $140.00-$165.00

140 Two vintage Steiff animals including Joggi the
hedgehog 5" in length and small 3 1/2" owl
141 Three boxed Collector's Edition Harley
Davidson Motor cycle Barbie dolls made by
Mattel
143 Large selection of new in package Ken and
Barbie fashions, plus a vintage new in package
PJ doll
144 A selection of Britain’s metal soldiers including
Britain’s gun team with ten figures, six horses,
four riders on pon limber
145 Two vintage glazed bisque pin cushion dolls
with decorative skirts and hat pins plus a
glazed bisque pin cushion doll head
146 Selection of farm tractors
147 Selection of vintage boy toys including
handcuffs, guns, holders and badges
148 21" Majestic German bisque head doll with
sleep eyes, open mouth on composition body,
note some repainting to body. Good bisque, no
cracks or hairline. Auction estimate $150-$300
149 28" Cuno Otto and Dressel bisque head doll
with sleep eyes, open mouth, excellent bisque,
no cracks, no hairlines, hair in original set,
original outfit on composition body with damage
to one finger
150 Child's vintage Gendron doll buggy with red
painted steel body and checkered bonnet and a
steel doll sized shopping cart
151 Beautiful and rare 27" Cuno & Otto Dressel
baby doll on composition body with blue green
glass eyes, wobble tongue and two teeth in a
white cut work lace and pin tuck Christening
gown and hand crocheted bonnet. knitted knee
socks and underpants. Marked 14 3/4,
excellent bisque, no cracks, no hairlines, high
colour and excellent composition baby body.
Auction estimate $600.00-$750.00
152 A large assortment of vintage and modern doll
clothes
153 19" Reliable composition baby doll in excellent
condition, sleep eyes and mohair wig on stuffed
body, circa 1940's
154 A selection of Boyds and Ganz collectible plush
toys including bears, rabbit, pig, mice and duck
155 Two boxed Elvis Presley including "68" Special"
and "Teen Idol" from the Sun never sets on a
legend collection made by Hasbro circa 1993
156 Vintage 15" Effanbee Edgar Bergen "Charlie
McCarthy "doll composition doll circa 1937
157 Vintage stamped steel toys including three
highway tractors
158 Selection of vintage and composition dolls,
small leather saddle, moccasins etc.
159 20" Antique German bisque shoulder head doll
"Ruth" on leather body with sleep eyes, nice
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wig, circa 1900. Good bisques, no cracks, no
hairlines. Auction estimate $100.00-$125.00
Four vintage head vases, dresser box and
brushes etc.
Vintage boxed 8" Ginny by vogue doll in
original Christmas outfit with stand, muff,
hairbrush and comb and two vintage 8" Ginny
look-alikes, both with molded shoes, original
outfits and mohair wigs
Selection of train accessories including #397
coal loader, #445 switch tower, and German
made metal buildings
Selection of Lionel including signal tower, drop
gate, road signs, switches etc.
Three Lionel train accessories including #395
floodlight tower, #394 beacon, #30 water tower
Limited Edition box Britain’s Metal soldiers "The
Royal Marines" #001382
Two boxes of Britain’s metal soldiers "The
Thirteenth Duke of Connaught's Own Lancers"
18" Antique bisque shoulder head doll by
Heubach Kopplesdorf on kid leather body,
human hair wig, sleep eyes. Good bisque, no
cracks, no hairlines, circa 1915. Auction
estimate $90.00-$120.00
15" Reliable composition bride doll in excellent
condition, no cracking or crazing seen, mohair
wig in original set with sleep eyes
27" flirty eyed Shirley Temple composition doll,
has been repainted and eyes cloudy
Vintage 13" composition Chinese man with
original outfit and applied beard and
moustache, note damage to right foot. Plus a
vintage "The Hanako" Japanese doll with six
wigs in wooden box
16" French S.F.B.J 251 with sleep eyes, open
mouth, wobble tongue, excellent bisque, no
cracks or hairlines on original toddler body,
some crazing on torso, excellent arms and
legs, circa 1910. Auction estimate $600$750.00
Three vintage christening gowns including
white cotton, lace and organdy style with pearl
beading
17" Kestner 247 "Baby Jean" bisque head doll
with sleep eyes, open mouth on composition
baby body and hand knit outfit. Good bisque,
no cracks, no hairlines
Rare German hand wind musical mechanical
vignette with original Brussels label from the
Hanne Buktas Collection of Vienna, Austria. 15"
wide X 14" high. Having wooden platform with
elaborate gazebo of branches and leaves in
which a baby carriage with spoke metal wheels,
when wound the girl and carriage move forward
and back in fitted platform slit, while the girl
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turns her head, and baby in carriage sits up
and lays down waving her arms. Excellent
working mechanism and music function. A faint
stamp reads P&J Quillet, Foire de Leipzig, 34
Rue de Bruxelles. Circa 1890. Auction estimate
$1800.00-$2500.00
Selection of doll parts including porcelain heads
and composition body parts including AM 390
14" German bisque head doll , no cracks, no
hairlines, appears to have a scratch on her
forehead, set brown glass eyes, replaced wig
on leather stuffed body with bisque hands, note
small chip on right thumb
Two Reliable 15" Barbara Ann Scott dolls, one
in original outfit, one in replaced outfit plus a
newspaper article about Barbara Ann and her
dolls
Vintage Wayne Gretzky "Oilers" doll complete
with outfit and skates, a Wayne Gretzky fan
club book and two sets of vintage Upper Deck
hockey cars
20" German bisque head doll on composition
body with sleep eyes, open mouth, good
bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
17" German china head doll with rare coiffed
blonde sculpted hair, porcelain arms and legs,
on cloth body, note repair to left leg in original
outfit. No cracks or hairlines to head or arms.
Auction estimate $300-$500
Antique 25" German Cunno & Otto Dressel
bisque head doll marked C3 with sleep eyes
with fur lashes, open mouth and mohair wig,
great bisque, no cracks, no hairlines on
composition body
Two small 4 1/2" composition baby dolls in
knitted outfits, with extra hand knit sweaters
and hats
Set of three Steiff Cinnamon bears including 7"
bear numbered 0156/18, 12" bear with growler
numbered 0156/32 and 14" bear numbered
0156/42
Selection of vintage dolls including Kimmie
style Eskimo dolls, Reliable Queen Elizabeth
doll, Oriental wooden doll, Indonesian puppet
etc.
18" Nippon bisque head doll marked no. 76018
/504 with painted hair, sleep eyes on
composition baby body. Good bisque, no
cracking, no hairlines, note missing toe on left
leg. Auction estimate $150- $300
Two vintage Steiff turtles including 6 1/2" turtle
and 5 1/2" turtle
Two new in box limited edition cloth Lollipop
dolls including Felicity 114/750 and Annabel
79/750 both beautifully dressed with hand
painted features and tiny dolls in their pockets

190 27" Cuno Otto and Dressel bisque head doll
with sleep eyes, open mouth on composition
body, good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
191 Boxed Michael Jackson doll dressed in his
1984 American Music Awards outfit from Grand
toys "Superstars of the 80"s"
192 Five 5" Boyds Collections jointed animals,
perfect for doll display
193 Two antique bisque doll heads including
S.F.B.J Paris 60 marked 22, 7, sleep eyes, no
cracking or hairlines and a small AM 390 with
sleep eyes, no hairlines, or cracking
194 25" German bisque head doll with sleep eyes,
open mouth, good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines, small cheek rub, on composition body
195 Selection of vintage composition dolls including
9" celluloid doll in regional costume, small
composition doll in regional costume,
composition nun doll in box, Dutch boy and
composition boy doll
196 11" Pouty marked F3 by Otto Jager with solid
dome porcelain head, blue glass eyes, chubby
composition body, mohair wig and silk sailor
suit, circa 1910
197 13" Reliable Hairbow Peggy, 14" English drink
and wet doll with crier and a 20" Reliable baby
doll with composition head, hands and feet and
stuffed body with tin sleep eyes
198 Selection of storybook style hard plastic dolls
with sleep eyes, boxed set of The Little Bears
and a selection of kewpie style celluloid dolls
199 Two antique bisque head dolls including 12"13" Armand Marseille "Darling" 13/0 on kid
leather body with mohair wig. Good bisque, no
cracks, no hairlines. Auction estimate $90.00$100.00 and an antique Recknagel bisque
head doll on crude 5 pce. Composition body,
Good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines, sleep
eyes, open mouth, mohair wig. Auction
estimate $65.00-$95.00
200 Two new in package Barbie doll sets including
Barbie and Ken Star Trek and 2007 Nascar Jeff
Gordon doll
201 A boxed Boyd's Bears 11" cat and a boxed
Barton's Creek 9" mouse
202 22" German bisque head doll with sleep eyes,
open mouth on composition body, good bisque,
no cracks, no hairlines
203 Four vintage "Ginny" by Vogue 8" plastic dolls,
all with sleep eyes and original dresses, one
new in box circa 1977
204 A Steiff 12" grey jointed bear with growler
205 Six Nancy Ann storybook dolls with sleep eyes
in boxes and two composition painted eye
storybook dolls and a Virga Mary Had A Little
Lamb doll

206 Small vintage wicker doll buggy
207 20" Armand Marseille 1330 painted bisque
head doll on composition baby body with sleep
eyes, original wig, No cracks, no hairlines, circa
1910. Auction estimate $200.00-$400.00
208 Small vintage metal doll trunk and a doll's
pressed tin pushchair
209 New in box from The Barbie Porcelain
Collection "30th Anniversary Ken 1961" limited
edition Ken doll
210 Primitive wooden cradle and a small dolls chair
with rush seat
211 Five boxed Jan Hagara collectible figures
including two Jenny, two Anne and Lisa
212 Three boxed Boyds Collections plush toys
including bear, moose and rabbit toys
213 Antique German 14" bisque shoulder head doll
marked DEP, glass eyes, no cracks or hairlines
on kid body with bisque arms. Auction estimate
$100-$150.00
214 15" Armand Marseille 370 on leather and
composition body, sleep eyes, open mouth,
good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines and a 16"
Armand Marseille 370 on stuffed and
composition body with sleep eyes, open mouth
and good bisque
215 Vintage Crystal Barbie circa 1983, new in
package. Auction estimate $50-$100.00
216 12" Kley and Hahn baby doll, bisque head, grey
sleep eyes, on five piece composition body, no
cracks or hairlines to bisque, note mark under
left eye Auction estimate $125-$175
217 Five new in package Barbie dolls including Talk
with Me Barbie with computer and chair and
CD with moving mouth, and three Happy
Holiday Barbie dolls
218 A selection of Bearington Collection and Boyds
collectible plush toys including teddy bears,
rabbit, cow, pig and sea turtle
219 Vintage German made cast metal child's
sewing machine with original label
220 Tonka tractor and wagon, Ertl Ford 4600 etc.
221 Selection of John Deere tractors including one
Ertl in box
222 Selection of tin plate including vintage and
reproduction, spinner, noise makers, cars etc.
223 Three vintage 8" hard plastic "Pam" dolls by
Fortune Toys, two with saran hair, one mohair,
all walkers with sleep eyes. Circa 1950's
224 Wooden staircase perfect for doll display
225 26" Handwerck bisque head with sleep eyes,
open mouth on composition body, no cracks,
no hairlines
227 18" composition doll on stuffed body with tin
sleep eyes in great condition and a mint in box
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composition doll with painted eyes both in
Scottish dress
15" Reliable composition Barbara Ann Scott
doll with sleep eyes, open mouth. Composition
in good condition, some repainted to arms,
replaced costume and wig. Auction estimate
$150.00-$200.00
24" German ABG bisque head doll marked
1362 with sleep eyes, open mouth on
composition body, good bisque, no cracks or
hairlines
Two tray lots of miniature collectibles including
wooden doll house furniture, metal doll house
furniture, small dolls etc.
15" Nippon marked RE A9 with bisque head, no
cracks or hairlines, brown sleep eyes and
original lashes, mohair wig on composition
baby body, cracking to body, arms and legs in
good condition
Selection of vintage travel dolls, a doll settee
and a doll rocker
12" German bisque head and hands doll on
leather body with sleep eyes and open mouth
no cracks no hairlines
Three vintage mohair teddy bears including 11"
mohair bear, jointed with glass eyes and rubber
nose, 17 " jointed mohair bear with stitched
nose and velvet paws made by Lefray Ltd,
England plus a 13" jointed mohair bear with
stitched nose
10" rare all-bisque baby doll, no cracks or
hairlines, blue painted eyes, nice hand
crocheted outfit, made in Germany and marked
with a heart 425 23
Glass doll case on wooden base 20" X 12" X
12"
Plexiglass doll case, new in box 20" X 12" X
12"
Selection of vintage dolls including carved
Naber Kids doll by Harold Naber circa late 70's
in Inuit costume and four hand made Inuit dolls
Four Gund Bialosky collectible bears including
Aviator, bear in demin jacket, bear with peaked
cap and small bear with sweater and scarf, all
fully jointed with stitched noses and original
hang tag
Four vintage 8" hard plastic "Pam" dolls made
by Fortune Toys including two Cosmopolitans,
all with original outfits and molded shoes, all
walkers, circa 1950's
Three boxed Boyd Collections plush toys
including cat and two bears
Three 8" hard plastic Muffy walker dolls in
boxes
18" Heinrich Handwerck bisque head doll
marked 69 with blue threaded fixed glass eyes
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on composition body, some paint loss to
fingers. Good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines.
Auction estimate $135.00- $185.00
25" Max Oscar Arnold, Welsch Co. bisque doll
on composition body with sleep eyes, open
mouth, no cracks or hairlines
Five vintage Marcie storybook style dolls and a
tray lot of dolls and collectibles including doll
bottles, hard plastic walker, Donald Duck
puppet, papier-mâché doll and a selection of
small rubber dolls
Antique 10" painted bisque Armand Marseille
390 doll with blue sleep eyes, mohair wig on a
composite body with original Scottish outfit and
a vintage hard plastic English guardsman
Large selection of vintage Meccano in vintage
metal strong box
Three boxed vintage Effanbee dolls including
Lesley, Laurel and Christina
A box of Britain’s metal soldiers limited edition
"Royal Welsh Fusiliers" #002922
Antique 16" doll with wax over composition
head, glass eyes, mohair wig, on stuffed kid
leather body with bisque hands, note some
cracking to face.
Vintage 26" Italian Brevetlato flirty eyed doll
with original undergarments, shoes and hair in
original set. Auction estimate $100.00
Three vintage dolls including 23" Arrow bride
doll with sleep eyes, saran wig and original
outfit, a 16" Reliable guardsman and a 18"
fashion doll with saran wig, sleep eyes and
original dress
Four Madame Alexander 7" Dionne Quintuplets
including Cecile, Yvonne, Emilie and Annette
(only Marie is missing) all with mohair wigs,
tagged outfits and original name tags,
composition in great shape
11 1/2" Parian with black hair, vintage dress
and undergarments, no cracks or hairline, and
a 10" bonnet head Parian with silk dress, no
cracks or hairlines
Three boxed Boyds Collections plush bears
and rabbit
Five Barbie and the Rockers new in package
Barbie dolls including Barbie, Dana, Derek, Ken
and Diva plus two Barbie and the Rockers new
in package Ken fashions. Auction estimate
$100.00- $125.00
Two antique bisque doll heads including AM
390 with sleep eyes and repair to neck and a
Nippon doll head with good bisque, no cracks
or hairlines. Auction estimate $25-$50.00
20" Armand Marseille 370 doll with bisque
head, sleep eyes on composition and leather
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body circa 1890's, good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines
19" Madame Alexander Queen Elizabeth
Recessional Style 33525 doll introduced in
2002 with crown and orb
Vintage white wicker doll buggy with lovely pink
upholstered interior
Vintage 15" Reliable Barbara Ann Scott
composition doll with original mohair wig,
skates and outfit, open mouth and blue sleep
eyes. Composition in great condition, good
colouring, no cracking or crazing seen
Two vintage composition dolls including 14"
unmarked Reliable doll with mohair wig, original
outfit and shoes and blue sleep eyes, open
mouth and mohair wig. Note crack over right
eye, no crazing seen, circa 1950. Plus a 15"
Reliable composition doll with blue tin sleep
eyes, mohair wig and replaced outfit, possibly
original skates circa 1948-1949, compo. in
good condition, minor paint loss to mouth
Four vintage plush toys including English
"Jungle Toys" cat, jointed bear, dog etc.
18" SFBJ 301 marked TETE JUMEAU oily
bisque head doll on composition body with
sleep eyes, open mouth, good bisque, no
cracks, no hairlines
Vintage Sasha doll # 115S with box, blonde in
blue tunic with small silver wrist tag. Auction
estimate $200.00-$300.00
Vintage Sasha School boy Gregor doll #314S
with blonde hair, original box and small silver
wrist tag. Auction estimate $200.00-$300.00
Selection of train accessories including Lionel
#455 oil derek and pumper, Colber rig, and
German made Bing water tower
Lionel #624 Chesapeake and Ohio diesel
engine, #2422 Chatham, #2421 Maplewood,
and #2423 Hillside passenger cars
"The Martin Doll" made by Frank martin circa
1881, articulated wooden doll with pewter head,
hands and feet, prize winner at UFDC. Auction
estimate $500
Vintage 18.5" Reliable Eaton's Beauty
composition doll with blonde mohair wig and
blue tin eyes, open mouth and teeth dressed in
a nurse's uniform, circa 1941-1942
Selection of Lionel rolling stock including
tankers, cabooses, #2460 crane, mechanical
cargo car, #2520 search light etc.
Lionel #2026 steam engine with tender, #2036
steam engine with tender, plus a German made
cast iron train
Selection of dolls including composition
Reliable native doll in costume, composition
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boy doll and three all bisque 5" and 6" dolls.
Auction estimate $75.00-$100.00
15" composition Effanbee Anne Shirley doll,
light crazing to face and an Ideal 14" Deanna
Durbin doll in original dress, note cracking over
right eye
Three vintage Effanbee dolls including 1981
Bebe Denise 3881 and Cousin Jeremy and
Little Bo Peep
A selection of vintage dolls including large cloth
Indian doll 22", Koweeka baby by Dee & Cee
Eskimo doll, Reliable rubber doll in snowsuit
and hard plastic doll in snowsuit and a hard
plastic doll with sleep eyes
Naked baby, vintage Mickey Mouses, and
nursery rhyme records
Wooden rattle, tea set, wooden horse pull toy
etc.
Toys including two stationary steam engines, a
TWA Boeing 727 and a pair of boxed Walkie
talkies
Large and beautiful 29" Kammer and
Rheinhardt bisque head doll on composition
body with set brown glass eyes, open mouth
and replaced human hair wig, dressed in
antique silk gown with bloomer, and with
vintage, perhaps original cotton dress
underneath, Great bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines, high colour and no cheek rubs
Two reproduction hand painted porcelain piano
babies
15" SFBJ -60-Paris oily bisque doll head on
composition body with sleep eyes, open mouth,
no cracks, no hairlines, note crude compo on
body
Vintage Effanbee 14" Patsy doll, painted
composition, very light crazing and original
shoes. Auction estimate $250.00-$300.00
Set of four Steiff Brown bears in box including
7" bear numbered 0160/18, 9" bear numbered
0160/26, 12" bear with growler numbered
0160/32 and 15" bear numbered 0160/42, note
wear on paw pads
Vintage Dresden lace drape doll number 601
made in West Germany, never removed from
box
Vintage Dresden lace draped doll number #566
made in West Germany and never out of the
box
Five doll books including Complete Book of
Dolls, Century of Dolls, The World's Most
Beautiful Dolls and two reference guides
Vintage 34" gliding rocking horse with glass
eyes, tooled leather saddle and hand painted
detailing

299 22" K and K ABG baby on stuffed body with
composition arms, sleep eyes, open mouth,
good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
300 11" Rose O'Neill all-bisque Kewpie doll with
great bisque, no cracks or hairlines, a 6" Rose
O'Neill Kewpie with repair to neck and an
Kewpie style doll with repair. Auction estimate
$350-$400
301 Large and beautiful 31" French open mouth
Bebe Jumeau 1907 bisque head doll , with set
brown glass sleep eyes, open mouth, human
hair wig and pierced ears on a composition
body, White pin tuck and lace cotton gown,
under slip and bloomers. Excellent bisque, no
hairlines or crack, lovely high colour, no cheek
rubs, note replaced but appropriate antique
hands and forearms. Auction estimate $2,500$3,500.00
303 Antique 6" German All-bisque with original
mohair wig, sleep eyes, painted shoes and
socks and replaced hand crocheted outfit
304 Four paper doll books including Little Princess
Paper dolls, The Secret Garden paper dolls,
Diana Princess of Wales and Barbie
305 13" Armand Marseille 370 on leather body with
bisque hand, note broken thumb, with sleep
eyes, open mouth on leather body
306 Three Robert Raikes bears including new in
box limited edition 22" Queen Mary from The
Royal Court Collection, new in box 12" Amelia
bear in pilots costume and 11" Woody bear
309 Unique well built Childs tricycle with spring
seat, heavy duty platform and wheels. Ward
grandchildren tested and approved!
310 Selection of small vintage and antique dolls
including glazed china and painted all-bisque
tiny frozen Charlottes, tiny bisque doll in crepe
paper dress, lovely articulated all-bisque black
baby doll and a 5" German all-bisque marked
3/0 with mohair wig and set glass eyes, note
broken left leg and a sweet and tiny celluloid
bride and groom set
311 A selection of vintage stuffed dolls including
hand made Anne Shirley dolls, boxed Holly
Hobby dolls and clothes
312 20" Reliable baby precious composition doll
with stuffed body, tin sleep eyes, mint condition
original outfit and hang tag
313 19" SFBJ -60- Paris bisque head doll with sleep
eyes, open mouth on composition body, no
cracks, no hairlines
314 Three antique bisque head dolls including 15"
Armand Marseille 390 with sleep eyes, open
mouth, no cracks or hairlines, on composition
body, 16" Recknagel 21 with bisque head, no
cracks or hairlines, sleep eyes, open mouth on
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composition body and a 18" Simon and Halbig,
bisque head, sleep eyes, no cracks or hairlines,
missing one finger on composition body
Vintage Regal Toys 26" Tommy Talker
ventriloquist dummy doll
22" French Depose stamped Tete Jumeau
bisque head doll with sleep eyes, open mouth
on composition body, no cracks, no hairlines
10" German Hertel & Schwab #151, excellent
bisque, no cracks, no hairlines, on five piece
composition body with antique lace bassinette.
Auction estimate $125-$150
A boxed Disney " Just Begun" Winnie-the-pooh
bear 11" and a boxed Bearington Bear "Boo" 5"
bear in diaper
Four composition dolls including two new in
box, a small composition baby doll on stuffed
body with original clothes and a dolly dingle
style doll with composition heads, hands on
cloth body in original dress, circa 1918-1920
Vintage 14" Schoenhut wooden boy with
articulated body, human hair wig, nicely
dressed. Note replaced left hand. Auction
estimate $200-$300.00
Two vintage English Sasha dolls both with
silver labels, one with rooted blonde wig, and
one with dark attached wig, both 17" in height
Box of limited edition Britain’s metal soldier
"Bahamas Police Band" #459993
Three new in package vintage toy sets
including Tyco Quints, Galoob Golden Girl and
the Guardians of the Gemstone Dragon Queen
doll, and a Kenner Glamour Gals showplace
A Rex Harrison 23" talking Dr. Dolittle doll and
hand puppet, circa 1967, note both talkers are
not working
Three boxes of Britain’s metal models Royal
Canadian Mounted Police #7236
Selection of dolls reference guides including
Barbie and Canadian doll guides etc.
Vintage 27" composition head, side glancing
boudoir doll, with composition hands and feet
on stuffed body, circa 1920's. Composition in
good shape, minor paint loss
Antique 5" All-bisque doll with sleep eyes,
mohair wig and blue painted boots marked
"208-2" in original silk and velvet dress, great
bisque, no cracks or hairlines seen
Three collectible dolls including vinyl and hard
plastic Eskimo dolls and a wooden Japanese
doll
9" porcelain doll with painted eyes and
excellent bisque, no cracks, no hairlines, plus a
7" Recknagel R37A toddler doll with excellent
bisque, painted eyes, no cracks, no hairlines on
composition body

335 24" Curnen and Steiner (?) bisque head doll on
composition body, with sleep eyes, missing one
lash, good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
336 Two large and one medium Japanese made
Hummel style figures
338 Three vintage Barbie dolls including Fashion
Jeans circa 1981, Sport and Shave Ken doll,
circa 1979 and Cut and Style Barbie with extra
long hair circa 1994, all new in package.
Auction estimate $75-$100.00
340 25" Armand Marseille bisque head 390 doll on
composition body with sleep eyes, mohair wig,
good bisque, no cracks or hairlines and nice
vintage white wear dress and hand crocheted
socks
341 A vintage wooden doll cradle with vintage
sparse mohair bear and two vintage dolls with
sleep eyes
342 Vintage 17" wooden fully articulated Schoenhut
girl with mohair wig. Note replacement of both
hands and touch up paint on right cheek.
Auction estimate $300.00-$400.00
343 A vintage doll case containing two vintage 13"
Oriental dolls by Effanbee "Little Tiger" and
"Orange Blossom" by Joyce Stafford circa
1983, plus a selection of miscellaneous doll
accessories including umbrellas, mirrors, doll
glasses, fans etc.
344 25" Kestner 168 bisque head doll on
composition body with sleep eyes, open mouth,
no cracks or hairlines
345 Two vintage dolls including 14"-15" German
Turtlemark boy doll, note repaired left foot and
a 22" celluloid doll head on replaced
composition body
347 Selection of vintage toys including two irons,
telephone, two wind-up bears and battery
operated Elephant drummer
348 Selection of vintage toys including composition
body, rubber dolls etc.
349 Selection of collectibles including English made
pistol, miniature guns and badge, toy box etc.
350 Selection of collectible including French candy
holder, vintage glass bottles, rattle, small dolls,
celluloid dolls, metal dish set etc.
351 Vintage Singing Chatty doll with working pull
string (sings Row, row, row your boat) circa
1964 and a Chatty Cathy brother doll with
working pull string although hard to understand
352 23" Heubach Kopplesdorf bisque head doll with
high colour, sleep eyes, open mouth, good
bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
353 Four 5" Boyds Collections jointed animals,
perfect for doll display
354 18" Ideal composition Shirley Temple doll, no
cracking, no crazing, beautifully coloured with
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vintage organdy dress and onesie and mohair
wig in original set. Auction estimate $350$450.00
New in box from The Barbie Porcelain
Collection "Sophisticated Lady 1965" limited
edition porcelain Barbie doll
Five boxed Jan Hagara Collectibles little edition
figures including two Holly, two Jessica and
James
Three boxed Boyds Collections plush rabbits
15" Armand Marseille 341 baby doll with
excellent bisque head, no cracks, no hairlines
on cloth body with composition hands, some
damage to fingers. Auction estimate $150$175
Selection of vintage die cast toys including
Hubley, Tri-ang, and Dinky
Set of Russian Matryoshka dolls featuring
Russian leaders Yeltsin, Gorbachev, Brezhnev,
Stalin, Lenin etc. and a wooden Hummel motif
musical jewel box
21" Kley and Hahn/Simon and Halbig 2 1/2 with
sleep eyes, open mouth on composition body,
good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
14" hard plastic doll with open mouth, sleep
eyes and saran hair in original outfit, a woven
wicker doll chair and a vintage doll trunk
Wooden doll highchair and Gendron metal doll
carriage plus a vintage 11" composition Topsy
doll and a 17" Reliable composition doll with tin
sleep eyes
A reproduction cast mechanical coin bank
9" bisque head German doll on composition
baby body with painted hair, set blue glass
eyes, great bisque, no cracks or hairlines and
beautiful high colour with no rubs
10' all original German bisque head 152/2 baby
doll with mohair wig, blue glass sleep eyes on
composition body, original pink organdy hand
embroidered dress and cotton onesie with blue
and white knitted booties. Great bisque, no
cracks or hairlines, great colouring
Two vintage Ideal hard plastic Toni dolls
including a P-90 and a P-91
Two vintage pincushion dolls both with yellow
silk skirts and hat pins
22" Simon and Halbig bisque head doll on
composition body, with sleep eyes, open
mouth, good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
11" German Walther & Co. 8/0, excellent
bisque, no cracks, no hairlines, sleep eyes and
open mouth on composition body, mohair wig.
Two boxed 17" Gerber babies circa 1979 made
by Atlanta Novelty
17" Schoneau and Hoffmeister 1909 bisque
head doll with sleep eyes, open mouth on
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composition body. Good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines
Two vintage composition dolls including 14"
Ideal "Tickletoes"(?) on stuffed body with green
flirty eyes, circa 1934 and 14" Dee and Cee
composition baby doll on toddler body with blue
sleep eyes circa 1950, note light crazing, and
some paint loss on both dolls, no cracks seen
Two antique bisque head dolls including 11 1/2"
Armand Marseille 1894 with bisque head, sleep
eyes on composition body, no cracks or
hairlines and a 12" Recknagel 21 with bisque
head, no cracks or hairlines on composition
body. Auction estimate $75-$150
14" American Character hard plastic walking
doll, Sweet Sue? with closed mouth, sleep eyes
and saran wig circa 1958 and an American
Character "Tiny Tears' baby doll with hard
plastic head, molded hair, sleep eyes on rubber
body
34" Armand Marseille -16- bisque head doll on
composition body with sleep eyes, open mouth,
good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines, note
missing left ring finger
23" Armand Marseille bisque head doll with
sleep eyes, open mouth on composition body,
good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines, needs
restringing and a 21" Armand Marseille 390
doll, missing eyes on composition body, no
clothes, or pate or wig
20" baby doll with composition head, arms and
legs on stuffed body, sleep eyes, molded hair
and open mouth. Good composition, light
crazing and some paint loss to fingers.
A pair of 7" Nippon all-bisque dolls with painted
eyes, shoes and socks and hand made antique
dresses
Selection of vintage dolls including small Chad
Valley, travel dolls, celluloid and hand painted
dolls etc.
Vintage 20" Mattel Chatty Cathy circa 1961 with
original shoes and Chatty baby brother, note
both non-talking. Auction estimate $190.00$220.00
18" Composition skating doll, very light crazing,
few spots of paint loss and a 14" hard plastic
Mary Hoyer doll dressed as a nun
27" Armand Marseille 390 bisque head doll on
composition body with sleep eyes, open mouth,
good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
Selection of collectibles including German
porcelain figure, small box, baby rattle, leather
baby shoes etc.
Vintage French hat stand, vintage boxes, lace,
postcards etc.

392 Selection of toys including an Ertl front end
loader, Ford 4000 etc.
393 Doll sized Welsh dresser with vintage dishes
394 Two vintage composition dolls including
Reliable baby doll with painted eyes, light
crazing, one crack under chin and a molded
hair composition doll with painted eyes, light
crazing on body. Auction estimate $85-$125.00
395 30" Kestner 171 bisque head doll on
composition body with open mouth, sleep eyes,
great bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
396 Ten human hair doll wigs, all black coloured in
various sizes
399 Vintage Buffy and Mrs. Beasley doll, 6" in
height circa 1965, Dolly Darling doll John 4"in
height and a tin litho doll buggy
401 25" German bisque 147 -11- doll on leather
body with sleep eyes, open mouth on leather
body, good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
402 Six new in box "The Wizard of Oz" 50th
Anniversary edition dolls by Multi Toy Corp.
including Dorothy and Toto, Tin Man,
Scarecrow, Cowardly Lion, Glinda and The
Wizard, circa 1988
403 Two antique bisque dolls including 12" Armand
Marseille Dream baby with bisque head, sleep
eyes on cloth body, no cracks or hairlines and a
11" Armand Marseille shoulder head doll with
bisque head, sleep eyes, no cracks or hairlines
on cloth body with bisque arms and legs
404 29" Max Oscar Arnold German bisque head
doll on composition body with set eyes, open
mouth, good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines,
repairs to one finger
406 Two vintage composition dolls including 15"
Madame Alexander with Princess Elizabeth
face mold, mohair wig and labelled costume,
note some crazing and light cracking,
repainting to hands. and a 15" composition
bride doll with sleep eyes, original costume,
mohair wig. Note cracking to side of right eye.
Auction estimate $100.00- $150.00
408 23" German Guttman and Schiffnie bisque
head doll on composition body with open
mouth, sleep eyes, good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines
409 26" Cuno Otto and Dressel bisque head doll
with sleep eyes and open mouth on
composition body, good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines
410 Box of Britain’s metal soldiers "First Central
Indian Horse" riders, and a box of Johillico
metal soldiers RCMP mounted riders
412 Four new in box sets of Marian Yu Design dolls
including two sets of 11" hand painted boy and
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girl with dark skin, two 13" school girl dolls, and
22" Oriental doll
Vintage 18" Ideal Beautiful Crissy doll with
original outfit and shoes in original Crissy doll
carrying case circa 1968 and a 14" Dennis the
Menace doll circa 1976
Three vintage dolls including 15" composition
Kenny Tok by Reliable circa 1940, rare
composition and cloth doll made by Florentine
Statuary Co.,Toronto and an 11" dancing body
wind up with composition head, poor paint but
still dancing! Auction estimate $85-$125.00
Reliable dolls table and chair, buggy and doll
phone
Two vintage white cotton baby Christening
dresses with pink teddy bears on parade
embroidered detailing with cut work, pin tuck
and lace underskirts
Antique 12" bisque head baby doll by Morimura
Bros. on composition body, damage to right
thumb, sleep eyes, open mouth, good bisque,
no cracks, no hairlines. Auction estimate $85$110.00
Selection of dolls including Oriental all-bisque
with glass eyes and repair to leg, small German
baby doll and a metal head baby doll on
composition body in a wicker sleigh plus a
vintage hard plastic nun doll
21" Heubach Kopplesdorf 250-2 on
composition body with sleep eyes, no eye wax
left, open mouth. Good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines
Antique pull toy, wax over papier-mâché doll in
wicker buggy with articulated arms and crier,
circa, 1880. Auction estimate $350-$400
Selection of vintage new in package Barbie
dolls including Skating Star Olympic Barbie
circa 1988, Ski Fun Ken doll 1990, Olympic Fan
Barbie, Sydney 2000 and Winter Sports Barbie
with snowboard, skis, skates and child's Barbie
mittens plus a vintage Barbie doll case
24" Simon Halbig -12- bisque head doll on
composition body with sleep eyes, open mouth
on composition body, good bisque, no cracks,
no hairlines
27" Turtlemark celluloid doll with glass sleep
eyes and molded hair. Great shape, some paint
loss to hair. Auction estimate $110.00
18" composition Asian style doll in Kimono with
brocade decorated storage box
New in box Musical Ballerina Barbie doll "Swan
Lake" with themed case and music box
Three vintage Barbie dolls including limited
edition from the Winter Princess Collection
"Midnight Princess Barbie" circa 1997, and two
Collector's edition dolls from the Classique
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Series including "Starlight Dance Barbie"
designed by Cynthia Young circa 1996 and
"Midnight Gala Barbie" designed by Abbe J.
Littleton circa 1995, all new in package. Auction
estimate $75.00-$100.00
Selection of dolls including all bisque imp, three
bisque babies and a small angel, all with good
bisque, no cracks or hairlines.
Two tray lots of vintage cars and trains
including Buddy L Greyhound buses, Tonka
RC, assorted rescue vehicles etc.
Four vintage Madame Alexander 8" hard plastic
dolls from the "Little Women" series including
Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy, all with original outfits
and sleep eyes
Selection of vintage toys including Matchbox
tank, Corgi, Matchbox roadsters etc.
Four new in package Barbie dolls including
Millennium Princess Barbie 2000, Ring in the
New Year 2001, Barbie Celebration 2000 doll
and from the Enchanted Season's Collection,
limited edition Spring Bouquet Barbie
Four vintage dolls including 18" with
composition head, arms and legs on straw
body, 11" stuffed body and composition head
baby rattle, a 16" composition head doll on
straw body and a 13.5" papier-mâché and felt
doll, all original with mohair wig. Auction
estimate $55.00-$85.00
Selection of vintage and collectible bears
including Robert Raikes cupid with carved
wooden face, two Paddington bears, a
Japanese Kamar poodle and a cuddly jointed
Gund teddy bear
A selection of collectible plush toys including
bears, mouse and pigs
Three vintage composition dolls including a 17"
Reliable Baby Lovums doll with composition
head, arms and legs, stuffed body, sleep eyes,
good compo. some paint loss . A 19" baby doll
with compo. head, arms and legs on stuffed
body and sleep eyes, no cracks, some crazing
and paint loss, 16" composition doll with tin
sleep eyes on stuffed body, some paint loss. All
circa 1930-1940's. Auction estimate $75.00$100.00
24" Flirty eyed Simon and Halbig bisque head
doll on composition body with beautiful brown
flirty eyes, open mouth, good bisque, no
cracks, no hairlines
Two antique bisque head dolls including 20"
Armand Marseille 390 with open mouth, sleep
eyes, no cracks or hairlines on a composition
body plus a small 4 1/2" K&H bisque baby and
a 12" AM 370 shoulder head doll with sleep
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eyes, open mouth on a kid body with bisque
hands, no cracks, no hairlines
A vintage doll trunk, a small wooden doll
carriage and a silver plate child's tea set
14" unmarked composition Madame Alexander
doll with Wendy Ann face, mohair wig, sleep
eyes in tagged Madame Alexander "Alice in
Wonderland" dress. Composition is in great
condition, no cracking, very, very light crazing,
great colour and lovely clear eyes, original
shoes and socks
24" Bergmann bisque head doll marked 1916,
with sleep eyes, open mouth on composition
body, note missing baby finger and has
repainted legs. Auction estimate $200-$250.00
Vintage Japanese tin motorcycle with side car
and a made in China tin litho friction car plus a
cast reproduction horse race bank in working
condition
Three new in box collectible Barbie dolls
including Barbie as Eliza Dolittle in My Fair
Lady circa 1995, Barbie as Mrs. P.F.E Albee
"The Very First Avon Lady" circa 1997 and
Collector's Edition Victorian Lady
Selection of plastic Reliable cars and trucks
and a small selection of matchbox
30" J.D. Kestner 171 bisque head doll with
brown sleep eyes, open mouth, on restored
composition body, beautiful antique dress and
human hair wig. Good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines. Auction estimate $600.00- $750.00
Selection of collectibles plush toys including
Boyds, bears, pig etc.
Vintage cast metal Singer "Sew Handy" model
40K child's sewing machine, made in Great
Britain and two tin Eagle Toy Ltd. irons
19" Schoneau and Hoffmeister bisque head doll
(repainted?) with composition body, fixed eyes
and an 18" SFBJ 60 Paris 1 bisque head doll
on crude composition body, with sleep eyes,
open mouth, no cracks or hairlines, note
missing right hand ring finger
22" Armand Marseille 370 with leather body,
sleep eyes and vintage clothing. Note replaced
arms. Auction estimate $100-$125.00
Four vintage hard plastic dolls including 8"
Madame Alexander in all original Swiss
costume, an 8" "Pam" doll by Fortune Toys,
walker with mohair wig in original outfit and
molded shoes, an unmarked 8" doll with saran
wig, sleep eyes and original outfit and a 9 1/2"
unmarked hard plastic walker with sleep eyes,
mohair wig circa 1950's
25" ABG bisque head doll on leather body, with
sleep eyes, open mouth, note cheek rub,
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leather body in okay condition. Good bisque, no
cracks, no hairlines
22" felt doll, no mark seen but possible made
by Lenci with reproduction felt costume, side
glancing eyes, showing signs of wear including
one small hole to felt on face.
23" German Kestner DEP 10 bisque shoulder
head doll on kid leather body, with open mouth
and set brown glass eyes, great bisque head,
no cracks or hairlines, note finger tip chip on
left bisque hand.
27" Heubach Kopplesdorf 300-12 bisque head
baby doll on composition body with sleep eyes,
open mouth, good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines
15" Composition Effanbee Anne Shirley dolls,
good composition, sleep eyes, all fingers and
toes intact, lovely little doll
Plastic Inuit doll papoose in carrier made by
local Canada native artist from Kamloops. B.C
20" Armand Marseille 1894 German bisque
shoulder head dolls with open mouth, sleep
eyes, human hair wig on replaced leather body.
Auction estimate $100- $125.00
Beautiful vintage white cotton Christening gown
with cut work lace bodice and sleeves and
cotton lace and pin tuck underskirt
21" Kestner 171 bisque head doll with sleep
eyes, open mouth on composition body, no
cracks, no hairlines. Auction estimate $350$400
Selection of plus toys including Boyds
Collections bears, duck etc.
22" Armand Marseille composition baby doll
with glass sleep eyes, open mouth on
composition baby body, marked 518, circa
1920. Note composition in great shape, no
cracking, no crazing, minor scuffs to face.
1920's Boudoir doll with composition head,
arms and high heeled legs on stuffed body.
Good composition, light crazing to arms and
little paint loss to nose. Auction estimate
$90.00- $100.00
10" German painted bisque baby doll on
composition body with open mouth, sleep eyes
on composition body, may have been repainted
and a 10" Armand Marseille 370 painted bisque
doll on composition body, with set eyes, open
mouth, may have had some repainting
27" Alt, Beck Gottschalk 1362 "Sweet Nell"
bisque head doll on composition body, sleep
eyes, sparse mohair wig, good bisque, no
cracks, no hairlines, circa 1910. Auction
estimate $325.00- $375.00
Four vintage 8" hard plastic Ginger
Cosmopolitan dolls including one with mohair
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wig and three with saran, all walkers, circa
1950's
Two Gund Signature Collections Teddy bears
Fuzzgerald and Zansybear, both fully jointed
with stitch noses and original hang tags plus
two English made Little Folk fully jointed rabbits
complete with hand tags and necklaces
17" bisque head doll marked Montrevel France
with set eyes, open mouth on composition
body, good bisque, no cracks or hairlines and a
17" AM 370 doll, repainted on replaced body
Four new in box Jan Hagara Signature
collection figures including Julie, James, Holly
and James and four limited edition new in
package Gund collectible teddy bears
14" Armand Marseille Dream baby, closed
mouth, sleep eyes on frog body, working crier,
note repaired body. Circa 1900. Auction
estimate $100-$125.00
Selection of plush toys including Ganz bears
and mice
23" French S.F.B.J Depose 8 blue flirty eyed
walker, no cracks, no hairline, fine firing line on
forehead, composition walking body, some light
retouching circa 1900. Auction estimate $750$900
Three new in package Barbie dolls including
Angel Princess, Angelic Inspirations 1996 and
35th Anniversary reproduction of 1959 Barbie
doll and a vintage vinyl case
Vintage Lincoln pressed steel cement truck and
a vintage Lincoln pressed steel shovel loader,
both in played with condition
25" Kestner with bisque turned shoulder head
marked -N- with beautiful brown glass
paperweight eyes on kid leather body with
bisque arms. Good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines. Auction estimate $400- $500
24" Kestner 154 leather bodied doll with bisque
head, sleep eyes, open mouth, good bisque, no
cracks, no hairlines, leather body in poor
condition, left leg is off
Two vintage composition dolls including 14"
composition doll with painted features, mohair
wig, head in good condition, crazing on body
and a 14" composition, sleep eyes, mohair wig,
composition in good condition, some repainting
to hands.
25" Armand Marseille 390 bisque head doll on
composition body, sleep eyes, open mouth,
good bisque, no cracks, no hairline, scuffing to
compo. feet
29" Armand Marseille 390 bisque head doll on
composition body with sleep eyes, note missing
one lash, open mouth, good bisque, no cracks
or hairlines

511 12" Unmarked Milato bisque head doll in
costume with set glass eyes, open mouth, good
bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
514 12" Porzellanfabrik Burggrub bisque head baby
doll, sleep eyes, replaced composition body
and mohair wig. Good bisque, no cracks, no
hairlines. Auction estimate $100.00
515 A box of ten Britain’s metal soldiers "Britain’s
Royal Angilian Regiment" and a mixed box of
metal soldiers
518 Six vintage glazed porcelain pin cushion dolls
520 30" Kestner 214 bisque head doll on
composition body with sleep eyes, open mouth,
good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines, note
minor cheek rub
522 Vintage 3 feet tall "My Size Barbie Doll" with
ballerina dress still sealed in original box and a
life-size cardboard cut out of Marilyn Monrose
524 13" Heubach Kopplesdorf 320. 7/0 bisque head
doll with sleep eyes, open mouth, human hair
wig on a bend leg baby body. Good bisque, no
cracks or hairlines. Auction estimate $175.00$200.00
528 11" Armand Marseille 351 with open mouth,
sleep eyes on frog body with celluloid hands,
note missing one finger. Circa 1900's. Auction
estimate $75.00- $95.00
530 Three new in package dolls including Diana
Princess of Wales from the Royal Britannia
Collection, Calvin Klein Hudson's Bay Barbie
doll and a Mattle Pocahontas doll
534 16" Heubach Koppelsdorf shoulder head doll
on replaced body, mohair wig, sleep eyes, circa
1900 and a 10-11" Armand Marseille 390, sllep
eyes, mohair wig on crude 5pc. composition
body. Auction estimate $175-$200.00
535 Two trays of die cast toys including Lesney,
Corgi, Matchbox etc.
536 Selection of handmade doll furniture
538 26" Armand Marseille 370 bisque head doll with
sleep eyes, open mouth on kid leather body.
Good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines, porcelain
arms, circa 1920. Auction estimate $150$175.00
540 21" china head doll with molded black hair, all
original, minor paint loss to hair. Auction
estimate $300.00-$350.00
542 New in box Mel Odom 14" Gene fashion doll
"Bird of Paradise" and a Marliyn Monroe hard
doll case with hangers and purse
543 24" C.M Bergman marked 1916 with sleep
eyes, human hair wig on composition body,
good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines, note small
cheek rub
544 Selection of tin toys including noise makers,
wind-up acrobat etc.

545 Selection of collectibles including saleman's
sample cream separator, churn, lustre tea set,
cafe creamers, iron etc.
546 24" Simon and Halbig 550 bisque head doll
with sleep eyes on compsition body, circa
1910, note missing baby finger on right hand.
Good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines. Auction
estimate $325.00- $375.00
548 Two vintage Nancy Ann Storybook dolls circa
1930 with original outfits, a 1950's hard plastic
walker with sleep eyes and saran wig and a 8"
doll with sleep eyes dressed in Spanish polka
dot dress
550 Two vintage composition dolls including
Canadian Dee & Cee baby doll with closed
mouth, composition body, sleep eyes, no
cracking, light crazing and some paint loss to
molded hair and a 14: composition doll with tin
sleep eyes, open mouth, mohair braids in
replaced dress
555 Rocking cradle suitable for doll display
556 Selection of doll sized handmade beaded
purses including two large, two medium and
two small purses
558 Two antique bisque head dolls including 16"
"Mabel" on 11/0 shoulder head on kid leather
body with blonde molded hair and 9.5" china
head in original costumes. Auction estimate
$150.00-$200.00
560 Child's vintage Singer Sewing machine model
40 in original hard carrying case, complete with
clamp, all in excellent condition, circa 1953
561 21" Armand Marseille 390 bisque head doll on
composition body with sleep eyes, open mouth,
good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
562 15" Armand Marseille 370 bisque head doll on
pink cloth stuffed body with bisque arms. Sleep
eyes, open mouth, mohair wig and silk dress.
Auction estimate $75-$85.00
563 Selection of plush toys including Ganz bear,
cow etc.
564 Two 10" Reliable hard plastic baby dolls
566 Two antique bisque head dolls including 15"
German 3200 AM 7/0 Dep and an 11" German
made bisque head doll with sleep eyes and
mohair wig. Auction estimate $85.00-$100
567 A selection of vintage Barbies including Barbie
case, Barbie and Kelly Ballet Recital 1997,
Rapunzel 1997, Coca-Cola Noel and Zellers
568 Four new in package Barbie dolls including Pet
Doctor, circa 1996, Hollywood Nails Barbie,
Beyond PInk 1998 and Golden Dream Barbie
1980
570 Two vintage Reliable 12" Topsy dolls with
molded hair and painted features circa 1958

571 Three vintage dolls including hard plastic
Topsy, Reliable hard plastic in fur costume and
a rubber head doll on plastic body
572 28" Handwerck 119-13 bisque head doll on
composition body, sleep eyes, open mouth,
good bisque, no cracks, no hairlines
574 Selection of vintage and collectible bears
including Gund
575 Two glazed china head dolls including 7.5" doll
with bisque arms and legs, painted shoes and
blonde coiffed hair and a 7.5" blonde boy doll
with bisque arms and legs on stuffed body,
both dolls in great shape, no cracks or
hairlines, perfect size for bigger dolls to hold
576 Child's vintage stuffed donkey riding toy
577 George W. Bush Jack-in-box toys that plays
Hail to the Chief, a US Army machine gunner
and a vintage Texaco gas pump
578 A 12" vintage Kimmie doll and a 12" Kimmie
style doll in rabbit's fur costume
579 Selection of vintage Tonka including Jeeps,
dump truck, grain truck etc. plus a dinky steam
roller and a Hubley tractor etc.
580 Vintage doll's wooden highchair with kitten litho
and a rocking cradle
581 Selection of collectibles including Wedgwood
miniature candleholders and tray, leather baby
shoes, Snowbabies collectibles, small celluloid
Kewpies etc.
582 Three vintage hard plastic dolls including
English Pedigree 21" Walking doll circa 1950,

plus a 13" and a 15" English Roddy Walker
dolls circa 1952-1954
583 Selection of collectible plush toys including
Boyds Collections bears
584 Vintage style Pears soap print and Teddy bear
print in frames
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